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MANY SAUCERERS DIDN' T KNOW IT, BUT MAY 4th HAS A BIG DAY FOR THEM IN WASHINGTON, D.C. For on 1hat day a well-known diplomat went on record, before a Senate Foreign Re
lations Committee hearing, that he believed the Flying Saucers were real.
It was an important day because few people in such high and responsible posi
tions want to even mention the word, "saucer." But when such an important individual does
mention the dirty word, one can be sure that officialdom sits up and takes notice!
The matter came about as the Committee was questioning newly-appointed Ambass
ador to Switzerland Henry J. Taylor. Senator H. Alexander Smith asked Taylor about reports
that he was a believer in "the existence of saucers.

"The more you get into that thing the more fascinating it is," Taylor replied.
About 10 per cent of the saucer reports, Taylor went on to say, suggest to him that "there is
something disturbing and mysterious going on in 1he heavens." He did not have "the faintest

idea what is happening," he said, "but it is very difficult to deny that something is happening
around us that we just don*t quite understand."

About 90 per cent of the sightings reported were called "ridiculous" by Taylor,
or could be "misconceptions" or optical illusions. But about one of every ten reports, he
added, is "very disturbing." There are "too many sober-minded people with photographic and
other evidence" who have sighted saucers.
Henry J. Taylor is not new to some saucerenthusiasts. Formerly sponsored on

a radio program by General Motors, the new ambassador had broadcast reports on saucers, though
on one occasion announced the disks were being built by the government. Apparently he's now
changed his mind.

STILL A LOT OF TALK ABOUT ANTARCTICA and what the government is doing down
there. Anyhow, Universal-International has just produced what may well be an exciting film
about an expedition to that continent and the discovery of a prehistoric world there. The film
is based partly on fact: Admiral Byrd,s discovery of a warm water oasis in the frozen Antarctic.
SOME KIND OF WEIRD TELEVISION INTERFERENCE was reported recently by Madeline
Ertl, a Chicago, 111., reader. On May Uth, she reported, "At 8:00 o'clock on Channel 5

(HMAQ-N.B.C.) something strange happened. I decided to watch the program, "Mr. Broadway,' star
ring Mickey Rooney. A few minutes after eight, while the Swift meat commercial was on, there
was a direct cut in on the program. First a babble of voices, then a man's voice saying, 'Say,
what frequency are you using?' A man answered, 'This is private line 11129.'" Space people
experimenting?

We doubt it. But who knows????????

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW NATIONAL SAUCER MAGAZINE, "FLYING SAUCERS FROM OTHER

WORLDS," published by "Mr. Flying Saucer" himself, Ray Palmer? Probably not, because most
newsstands sold out the first day. First issue (June) contained 98 pages, included the first
installment of a book, FLYING SAUCER PILGRIMAGE, by Bryant & Helen Reeve, many articles and
sighting reports -- and, oh yes, a column, "Chasing The Flying Saucers," by yours truly. G.
Barker is also the Eastern Editor of the new magazine. This new publication is a larger book

than such magazines as FATE and SEARCH, measures 6^" x 9^". Right now it comes out every other
month, but Palmer hopes to make it a monthly — and he can if you will subscribe. Don't send
any money to us — send it to Ray Palmer, Amherst, Wisconsin, and you might mention THE BULLE

TIN. $3.50 for 12 issues — $6.00 for 24 issues. You can help even more greatly if you take
24.

If you hurry you can still get the June issue.

to yet more — they're scarce.

We have only one here and have been unable

Hurry.

QUITE A FLYING SAUCER SCARE in Albert, France May 11th. The entire town of
Beaucort-Sur-L'Andre (ghosh what names they have over there!) was thrown into an almost state

of panic after an alleged saucer and four weird "martian visitors" were spotted .
A man bicycling home said he was first dazzled by light and then saw four men in

pale greyish clothes moving toward him. Townsfolk reported they saw a peculiar machine giving
off red and tfiite lights. But when the news of the spacemen reached Mayor M. ehatlain, he
exclaimed in surprise, "The flying saucer — that's my wife!"

He went on to explain that he wife had been worrying about her cows during the
night, had wandered out to the pasture carrying a lantern that had one red pane of glass, to
check up on the bovines. She, the mayor explained, was the flying saucer. But the four
Martians?

They turned out to be the cows.

IF YOU HAVE THE URGE TO SHOOT THE EDITOR for reporting the above, maybe you'll

forget how he has kept you waiting for further issues of THE BULLETIN. As you probably already

Know, research on and publication of flying "saucer reports oust necessarily be a hobby^

Tt also

results in quite a financial loss. Fortunately we operate a business that brings in enough renumeration to support our first love — "saucering*" Unfortunately, however, we book pictures
for drive-in theatres, which open in the spring and throw our entire organization into a turmoil
as we try to get all of them lined up with pictures* As a result we just have to drop saucers
until we can get our business going. So that's why we've been unable to bring out a BULLETIN
since January, but from now on out we should be able to do better* For one thing, we've added
to our staff, and these employees are willing to double in brass to take care of subscriptions
and the like* But they can't write BULLETINS*
JAMES MOSELEY (SEE PICTUBE AT LOWER RIGHT) IS EITHER THE MOST MISUNDERSTOOD
SAUCER INVESTIGATOR alive today, or the most mysterious. Almost violently anti-saucer and
evidently a believer in the almost ridiculous Theory that all saucers are made by the govern

ment, he nevertheless publishes an apparently thriving magazine, SAUCER NEWS, in which he inter
mittently takes cracks at other saucerers including the editor of this paper* Perhaps indica
tive of the means he will use to attain whatever strange ends he pursues is the observation that

he utilizes the basest scandal magazines (the latest one "CONFIDENTIAL1') to advertise his
journal*

LATEST PROJECT OF MOSELEY*S is evidently an out-

and-out campaign to smear the characters of Dr* Charles Laughead andjf;|
George Hunt Williamson* who recently established a Priory in Peru
to pursue their metaphysical studies* In a recent issue of Moaeley's "Confidential Newsletter" he uses insinuation to suggest that
the project is a money-making scheme*
But the strangest piece of information about
Moseley comes to THE BULLETIN from the editors of another saucer

publication, COSMIC NEWS* Not knowing whether to take this as a
hoax, the final "inside dope" an Moseley, or whether we might be
falling for a piece of false information planted by Moseley him
self, we nevertheless publish the following anonymous letter in
its entireity.

The original is one file at Cosmic News headquar

ters in Strongsville, Ohio*
The letter, on stationery of The Robert Clay

Hotel, Dallas Park, Miami Florida, is herewith quoted verbatim:
March 23, 1957
Cosmic News

Post Office Box 225,

Strongsville, Ohio
Dear Sirsi

Recently I had the opportunity to read a copy of

your Cosmic News* and whereas I do not necessarily agree with
all the religious interpretations therein, I was nevertheless
quite impressed with your evident sincerity and your honest search
for truth in regard to the great UFO enigma*
I am writing you in regard to another UFO re-

searcher, named James Moseley, who is undoubtedly known to you*

JAMES MOSELEY
Courtesy N.Y* World. Tel.
T
T

For very important personal

reasons I do not wish to reveal to you who I am, but I can safely tell you that for a number of

years I have been closely associated with one of the Military Services* In the coarse of my
work, I have come across Mr* Moseley a number of times* Knowing that he too had a connection
with the UFO problem, I was immediately suspicious, and I decided to use certain Military con
tacts I have, in order to check into the true background of Mr* Moseley*
In my research I learned that Mr* Moseley is in reality a reserve First Lieu
tenant in the U.S. Air Force* From 1950 to 1953 he was working in Intelligence, in connection

with some highly secret work the CIA was then doing in Germany* Since 1953 he has held the

position of a liason officer with the ATIC in Dayton, Ohio, which as you must know has been
connected with the Air Force's investigation of the UFO problem*

I first met Mr* Moseley here

in Miami in 1955, at a private meeting of the Southern Aeronautical Association, and since then
I have had the opportunity to meet him three more times, at aeronautical and military confer
ences here in Miami and elsewhere*

Due to my personal interest in the UFO problem, I have for
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several years subscribed to the various amateur UFO publications, such as yours; I can tell you
that it came as quite a shock to me when I first learned that Moseley was publishing a UFO jour
nal, and the shock was all the greater when I saw his journal and learned the type of erroneous
material he was trying to mislead the public with* I can tell you with absolute certainty that
should Moseley wish to do so, he would be in possibly the best position of anyone in the United
States to expose the true nature of the UFO mystery*

The reason he does not do so should be

clear from all I have~saTd so far* In short, Mr* Moseley is nothing more or less than a paid
tool of the U.S. Air Force*

I have kept these facts to myself for quite some time, and had felt that it was

best to continue to do so* However, just yesterday I saw Mr* Moseley again (We have checked
and find this DOES correspond with the date on which Moseley was in Miami,allegedly enroute to

Peru — G.B.), at the very same hotel where I am staying now* Naturally he still does not know
that I am familiar with his UFO publication; he knows me only in my official capacity*

Seeing

Moseley here again at still another military meeting, made me realize that it is high time that
someone spoke out against this farce* However, please realize that I am giving you the infor
mation in this letter in absolute confidence, and for your own information only* Under no
circumstances would it be wise for you to publish this information in your UFO magazine*

Incidentally, before closing, I should tell you a little more: From personal
correspondence with Moseley, I know that he pretends to his UFO followers to be about 25 years
old, and to be interested in treasure hunting in South America* In this way he excuses his
long absences from the New Jersey area*

I can tell you that Mr* Moseley is 32 years old, and

that his long trips south are not to South America at all, but to an Air Force base in this
area to which he has been attached in a civilian capacity for the past two years. Just what
Moseley's present work there consists of, I do not know for sure. However, I do know that his
services to the Military consist of several other important duties, in addition to his work of
confusing the public on the UFO problem - in which capacity he is known to you*
Moseley's "earth theory" regarding UFO's is so flimsy that it is hard to under
stand that the Air Force seriously expects anyone to believe it*

One example from my own

experience should serve to prove this points Last September, at an Air Force Base in this
area, five jets spent almost an entire night chasing a formation of 8 to 12 UFO's that were
performing fantastic maneuvers at fairly low altitudes in the vicinity of the Base* I happen
to know about this as one of the jet pilots is a personal friend of mine* Naturally, no word
of this incident leaked to the newspapers* I ask you in all seriousness - could these UFO's
possibly be made by any power on Earth? You know better than that, I know better than that,
and of course Moseley, who is in the best position to know, also knows better than that!
With best wishes for the continued success of your magazine,
A FRIEND

So there you have it, for what you can make of the letter* It was a hard
decision for COSMIC NEWS to release the letter, for confidence was asked* Yet the letter was
unsigned, and that fact alone can rid a publication of a lot of responsibility. Perhaps
COSMIC NEWS was afraid to publish the letter—but not us. So far we've got away with an awfully

lot, without interference* For one thing, THEY KNEW iBo* MUCH ABOUT FLYING SAUCERS would have
got me "shut up" if they ever were going to have the nerve to shut me up* Another thing: If
there were no more issues after this one, many readers would consider it a dead giveway that
the above letter had used the truth too freely*
Even if the letter is full of hot air, at best Moseley is quite guilty of
one very serious misdeed to honest researchers and seekers of saucer truth* He, whether overtly
or not, IS beclouding the saucer issue, and at a time when just the opposite could never be more
greatly needed*
But if Moseley is truly NOT treasure hunting, he is going to great lengths to
pretend that he is — even to the extent of submitting an article, "Curse Of The Quishuarani
Treasure," which appeared in the May, 1957 FATE*

THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN is edited and published by Gray Barker, Box 2228, Clarks
burg, W. Va.; Roger N* Parris, Associate Editor and Research Consultant; August C. Roberts,
Photographic Technician; D, C. Lucchesi, General Consultant; Carolyn M* Freeland, Circulation
Director. THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN is published often though on no regular schedule, mainly when
we have important news. Price: 35^ for a sample copy, six issues for $2.00* It will also help
us if you order books from us —— we can supply ALL the saucerbooks. We send THE BULLETIN out
in sealed envelopes* Foreign subscribers add 50jf for each subscription for extra first class
postage* We need clippings and news about UFO's and other strange phenomena*
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M* K* JESSUP is now out with his latest book, THE EXPANDING CASE FOR THE UFO.
A continuation of proofs which should convince even the firmest skeptic that there is some

thing up there in the sky which aren't conventional craft. Price is $3.50, and you can order
from us — we finally got our shipment, after a delay at the bindery. Latest addition to the
increasing saucer library is SAUCER DIARY, by Israel Norkin. Most valuable part of the book
are many glossy pages of photographs, of saucers and famous saucerers such as Dan Fry, Geo.

Van Tassel, Truman Bethurum, etc.

$3.00 and we have them. We have located brand new copies

of the famed "DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS," allegedly dictated telepathically, by Phylos, a Martian.

The price is rather high, $7*50, but if you're a real collector you should have it.
Although it will be reported more fully in the next issue of Ray Palmer's
new national magazine, FLYING SAUCERS FROM OTHER WORLDS, just a word from Detroit, where Laura

Marxer, head of The Interplanetary Foundation, has complained of threatening phone calls.
One such caller stated: "This is the Silence Group.

We have been informed to tell you to get

out of the flying saucer research at once." A very cold, mechanical voice, Laura reports,
but she doesn't scare easily.

Although we don't agree that if there are space people all of

them are sweetness and light, we will quote her thoughts on the matter (Evidently Laura
feels the attempted scare was a part of the space peoples' plan to weed out those who were
unfitted in saucer research:

"Some people think the Silence Group is just a hoax, many think it is the Anti-

Christ; but whatever it is, we believe it is set up by the Visitors (who are good, not evil)
to see just what kind of stuff we are made of* Even if it were the Anti-Christ or an evil
organization, it would be a test to see if we had enough faith.
.And all evil is just
that — a test of our faith — and therefore evil is ultimately working for good*"

Well, we'd

never thought of it quite like that, Laura — maybe you DO have something!
FROM NEW ZEALAND comes the report of a farmer, W* R* Kibblewhite, who said
he awakened in the middle of the night to see a strange beam of light shining into his room*

Odd thing about the beam was that it seemed to be opaque* Investigating, he found it coming
from a bright object in the sky near his house. It soon went away, but the authorities are
still mystified, especially after a similar report in the same area.
BRITISH RADER PICKED UP A FLYING OBJECT that had the experts stumped on April

4th. Radar stations throughout Britain were alerted to look for a mysterious flying object
tracked by Air Ministry observers over southwest Scotland. Three radar operators reported

independently that the object flashed across their screens traveling at 60,000 feet. The
operators said the object suddenly dived to a height of 14,000 feet, made two whirls, then
vanished to the south.

THE FOURTH ANNUAL INTERPLANETARY SPACE CRAFT CONVENTION at Giant Rock, near

Twentynine Palms, Calif*, came off big this year, according to west coast reports* The
saucerentfausiastic get together was attended by a crowd of 5000 people* On the next page we're

running pictures of George Van Tassel's headquarters at Giant Rock, where the convention is
held*

Photos are courtesy of Gabriel Green, chairman of the Los Angeles Interplanetary Study

Groups* The convention, was begun by Gordon Dallas, a stuntman, who made a parachute jump from
a small plane, floating to earth in a red, white and blue parachute, was followed by Truman
Bethurum (not in a parachute however) who delivered the opening address. A woman who called
herself Armah from the planet Clarion was selling one-way tickets to that planet, but she un

fortunately turned out to be Evelyn Smith, a model from Indianapolis.
•!HHHHHH(BBBBBB»<HBBBMBMBBBBBBBBBHBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBMBBBBBBMBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBKMMBHB»HBBBKMBBBSHHHHHHHHBi

THESE AND OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE FROM SAUCERIAN HEADQUARTERS: "FLYING SAUCERS HAVE LANDED" &

"INSIDE THE SPACE SHIPS" by George Adamski, $3.50 ea.; "FS ON THE ATTACK," "FS UNCENSORED"
and "MYSTEKIES OF ANCIENT SOUTH AMERICA" by H. T. Wilkins, $3.50 ea.; "REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED

FLYING OBJECTS," by E. J. Ruppelt, %k.9$, "THE EXPANDING CASE FOR THE UFO" $3.50; ("CASE" &
"ANNUAL" autographed), all by M. K. Jessupj "MYSTERIES OF TIME AND SPACE," by H. P. Wilkins (the
moon expert), $3*50; "YOU DO TAKE IT WITH YOU" $3.50 & "TO MEN OF EARTH" both by Daniel Fry,
the latter only $1*00; "STRANGEST OF ALL" by Frank Edwards, $3*50j "FLYING SAUCERS COME FROM
ANOTHER WORLD" by Jimmy Guieu, $3.50; "THE BOOKS OF CHARLES FORT" $6.00; "THE TRUTH ABOUT
FLYING SAUCERS" by Aime Michel, $3.95; "THEY KNEW TOO MUCH ABOUT FS" autographed by Barker,
$3.50; "THE SAUCERIAN REVIEW" (covering 1955) $1*50; "THE FIRST PHARAOH" by Dagmar O'Connor,

$3.00; "THE COMING OF THE SPACE SHIPS" by Gavin Gibbons, $2,50; "TWO NIGHTS TO REMEMBER" (report
of saucer landing), by Carl Anderson, $1.50; "THE HISTORY OF WITCHCRAFT" by Montague Summers,

$6.00; "OTHER TONGUES OTHER FLESH" by Geo. H. Williamson, $U*00 (Also first Williamson book,

"THE SAUCERS SPEAK" $2*00); "WE COME IN PEACE" by Franklin Thomas, $1*00; Nos. 1 & 2 issues of

former THE SAUCERIAN, $1.00 each (A few left); "A DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS" by Phylos, a Martian,
$7.50; "SAUCER DIARY" by Israel Norkin, $3.00,
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and permanent speaker'
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Gateway to Giant Rock Airport*
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DANA HOWARD, AUTHOR OF "NT FLIGHT TO VENUS," writes that her new book, OVER
THE THRESHOLD, is now out* She says she has sold more than a thousand copies even before pub
lication* All we know is that we have a large order coming, but we don't know the price yet*
AN ANTI GRAVITY DEVICE has been designed by Robert Ellis Rowlands, Chelmsford,
England, or so he claims* Has offered the idea to the British Government, suggests the unit
he has designed should become a "centre to prepare for space travel." Meanwhile the U.S.
Air Force was talking about reaching Mars in 15 days,by the use of what is termed Photon and
Ionic Drive, using the force of light instead of a jet, or a stream of ions. In space, the

experts point out, there is no friction, and there such drives would undoubtedly be effective.
EDITOR OF THE SWISS SAUCER PAPER, "LE COURRIER INTERPLANETAIRE (25 Avenue Denantou, Lausanne, Switzerland), gave up a hunger strike he went on in protest against nuclear bomb
tests. Somewhat later, this month in fact, Great Britain announced the testing of her first
hydrogen bomb* It was exploded in the stratosphere, government officials said, so that the
fallout would bo swept by air currents all over the globe and thus be dissipated in small doses
"below the danger level*" Nothing was said, however, about the effects of radiation being cum
ulative* Speaking of A and H Bombs, we're reminded of a song popular a few years ago, which
contained the line, "We hold these truths to be self evident —— that all men are to be
cremated equal*" Also from England was a report that the case of the so-called "flying bowl"
sighted in English skies would get attention in Parliament when an Air Ministry spokesman
declined comment, saying the question would be raised that week in the House of Commons* If we
had the room we'd report fully on a very interesting question-and-answer period in that House

of government about another saucer sighting in England — maybe next issue*
WE CERTAINLY HOPE THIS IS AN IDLE RUMOR and that there is nothing to it, but

reports coming from Peru have it that George H. Williamson and Dr. Charles Laughead have had
a disagreement over the project down there. Williamson rumored now to be functioning inde
pendently and to be searching for a lost city* Williamson's exact headquarters are being kept
a secret, but mail will reach him through the American Embassy, Lima, Peru. Incidentally,
Williamson's book, OTHER TONGUES, OTHER FLESH, is getting rave comments everywhere. We can
supply them—see listing on another page.
Citadel Press has published a new one, TOWARD THE HEREAFTER, described as

"startling proof that we do not live only once." Sub title of the book is "A Special In
quiry Into Spiritual Healing*" Although this is not a saucer book, we are handling it for the
convenience of those readers who are interested in such matters* Price: $3*75* We can ship
at once*

As this last page is being typed for offset word comes that something strange

has happened at University Books, who published G.B.'s book on the "shush-up" cases, TKTMAFS.
This word has it that Felix Morrow, who brought out the Adamski books and then TKTM, is, for
some strange reason, resigning as president of University Books* Of course the rumor will have
it that this action was, somehow the result of publishing the "shush-up" cases—of course it
is concievable that this could be -fiie case.

Anyway we couldn't reach the publisher at his

private residence phone, number, but hope to get the straight of-it. Meanwhile we fortunately
are well stocked on copies of THEY KNEW TOO MUCH*
LEE MUNSICK is now publishing a very fine paper, THE UFO NEWSLETTER* You might
write to him at P.O. Box 606, Morristown, New Jersey. A recent radio appearance brought hun
dreds of subscriptions we hear.
THE EDITOR OF "THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN" PREDICTS that there will be a major
breakthrough on the release of saucer information this summer, to be brought about by an
incident which many will interpret as an overt threat from whoever or whatever are in the saucers.
WHHWtHWUUttllDgBIIIIB^""""BBa"MaB"aMBB"aaB»aBB"BBBBBBB''''nB'>B"B''''ll'll'BBI'B»BIIMI'aBMII't'«'l"wll"w""""'t'1"'flTlf"
Tot SAUCERIAN PUBLICATIONS, Box 2228, Clarksburg, W* Va. — GentlemenI

( ) I enclose $1*50* Please send your 100-page book, THE SAUCERIAN REVIEW, profusely illustrated
and containing a review of the important saucerevents of 1955*

( ) I enclose ($2*00 for 6 issues, $4*00 for 12 issues) $

reomYttance for a subscription to

THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN (Add 50^ extra for overseas postage)*
( ) Please reserve a copy of the .forthcoming review of 1956 saucer news and ship C.O.D. upon

publication. I understand the price will be from $2*00 to $3.50 depending upon price and bin
ding and that I may return for full refund if not completely satisfied*

Please ship the following book(s)
( ) I enclose cash for books ( ) Please ship books C.O.D.

Name & Address (Please print)*******

••••••••
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Clarksburgg I„ Ya0
Dear Subscribers

HereOg a couple of iteBS we didnBt get in the enclosed BULLETINa The news came in after

we had gone to press,,
interested in it„

It dbesn°t concern saucers,, but nevertheless I believe you0!! be

It seems we keep finding cut that what we consider science fiction isa°t

always science fiction,,
•

On October 3 Curtiss R„ Schafer» an engineer of Milford9 Ccan„9 told ths National Electronics

Conference in Chicago that it will soon be possible to create a race of human robots by
placing a small electronic receiver in the brain of emn0

This «aa termed "biocontrol0w

Biocontrolj, he saidp could make enslavement of a nation coag>leteB because the controlled

subject would never be able to think as an individual„ I repeat9 this is WOT science fiction,
but for real — this is tshat scientists are now thinking about* I donH believe people who
read THE SAUCERIAN BULLETIN like news items like these — I would not like to think that you
dido I believe you are people who like human freedo_9 are opposed to the regiiaehtation of
body,, and more important„ MBJD° But this, my friend, seems to be happening, gradually cree
ping up on us. Another item from Bernard Spindel6 another electronics expert. He told
a legislative co-maittee9 which was investigating wiretapping in Trenton9 No Jo» that a
device ACTUALLY EXISTS which can pick up brainwaves and eavesdrop on the thoughts of a person0
Scientists said it ras "baloney" and (strangely enough) this* engineer ssas ARRISTED right

i

after the hearingp on a wiretapping charge but we wonder.

Another item after press time. Russia claims to have artificial satellites already circling
the earth and have had them for seven years0 They hm& satellites^, according to our
source, ^hich are staying up there„

Items like this and the information in the enclosed BULLETIN about %oa«Ka" the space man
is going to make publishing this periodical even more interesting during the coming months*
The next issue you receive (we hope soon after November 7th when foe premised ©pace messages
are supposed to come through) will contain more about ^Mon^Ea* and possibly the message he
broadcasts8 if he comes through with itc

Your subscription will expire with ths next issue. %at means you will receive one more

issue after this one. Since we°re going to be very busy tracking down leads and getting
cut bulletins on an increased frequency^ we»d appreciate it if you would renew NOWfi in
advance of expiration. I think you0!! be buying some fascinating news„ for the next

few months promise to contain a lot of strange and fantastic information — too strange
for some of you to believe,,, perhaps,, But remember what wesaid about science fiction? It6s

coming TRUE. If you have renewed within the past few days we probably haven" t received it

at this writings but will credit your remittance properly. So if this is the case, just
disregard this letter„
Core

Eos mmm mmLm$s -fiox Mrci^ksburge w.^Bf""J^£jL—"-^

Dear Grays Please re-enter my subscription and extend it for ( ) issues 0 (6 issues

for $2.00 -«•!_ issues for $4.00) „ I enclose $ _____
( ) Check here if you are enclosing $1.50 for THFo*TCEH_4N REV_ffiW8 100-page
illustrated annual containing the important saucerevents of the year 19550

NAME.ooOB.OBooooaooooooiaoooo.e.ooo.aoo.ab.o. ADDRESS.oo.ooooooooooooooooo.oooooooboos,
Please send 1he following books$

( ) I enclose cash

( ) Please sHp~07D~0~

yt

